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ON THE RADIAL AND NONTANGENTIAL MAXIMAL
FUNCTIONS FOR THE DISC
RICHARD L. WHEEDEN1
Abstract.
Positive powers of the radial and nontangential
maximal functions of a function which is harmonic or analytic in
the unit disc are shown to have equivalent integrals with respect
to Borel measures satisfying the growth condition /j.(2I)^c/j.(I)
for every interval /.

Let u(z) be a function which is harmonic or analytic in the unit disc
D={z:z=reix,
0=r<l,
—tt<x^tt}.
For 0<«<1,
let ra(x) denote
the open subset of D bounded by the two tangent lines from eix to the
circle \z\=ct and the longer of the two arcs of \z\=«. between the points

of tangency. Let
N0(u)(x) = sup \u(reix)\

and

NAu)(x) = sup \u(z)\,

Oër<l

0 < o < 1,

zsrx(x)

denote the radial and nontangential maximal functions of u.
Let /* be a nonnegative, periodic, finite Borel measure on |z| = l.
If / is an interval (arc) on |z| = l and a>0, let ai denote the interval
concentric with I whose length is a times that of /. We assume that p

satisfies

(1)

.¿(21)= cp(I)

for every interval /, where c is a positive constant independent of /.
A related condition, introduced in an equivalent form by C. Fefferman,
is that there exist positive constants c and e such that for every interval /
and every Lebesgue measurable subset E of /,

(2)

n(E)lp(I)^ c(\E\l\I\Y,

where \E\ denotes the Lebesgue measure of E. Such a measure is absolutely
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, and a known argument
(see Remark (d), §1, of [5]) shows it satisfies (1). On the other hand, by a
result of C. Fefferman and B. Muckenhoupt [3], there are measures which
satisfy (1) but not (2). Our result here is that powers of N0(u) and Na(u)
have equivalent integrals with respect to measures pi satisfying (1).
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Theorem.

and 0<a<l

Ifu(z) is harmonic or analytic in D, p satisfies (1), 0<p<

419

co

then

Í" {Na(u)(x)Ydp(x) í c i' {N0(u)(x)Ydp(x),
J—JT

J—IT

with c independent ofu.

In case dp(x)=dx, this result is contained in Corollary 2, p. 170 of
[4]. The proof given there can be easily adapted to the general case for
measures satisfying (2). For such p, the finiteness of the integral on the
left in the Theorem is equivalent to the statement that u belongs to a
weighted version of the classical Hardy space Hp (see §1 of [5]). To
prove the Theorem for a measure which only satisfies (1), we will need a
different argument, based on observations of D. Burkholder and R.

Gundy [1].
For z e D and 0<<5<1 -\z\, B(z, ô) will denote the subset {£: |z-£|<<5}
of D. Different positive constants will be denoted by the same c followed
by the parameters on which they depend.
Lemma 1. Let u(z) be a continuous function defined for z e D and let
0<a<(8<l.
If p satisfies (1) there is a constant Cx—Cx(<x,
ß, p) so that for

ally>0
p{x:Nß(u)(x)

>y}^

clru{x:Nx(u)(x)

> v}.

For other forms of this lemma, see Lemma 2 of [2] and Lemma 1 of

[5].
Proof. Choose a positive number t=t(tx, ß) so small that for any
interval/on
|z| = l with |/|^/,

D - U Tx(x) c {(/? + l)/2 < |z| < 1}.
xil

Fix j>0 and write the open set {Nx(u)>y} as the union of nonoverlapping
intervals /,-. If \f\>t for any/ then by (1) there is a constant c1=c1(i, p)
such that p(lj)^Cxp(—TT,n).
Therefore,
p{Nx(u)>y}>Cxp{Nß(u)>y},
and Lemma 1 is proved. If all /, have |/,|^/, then since

{z:|«(z)|>y}c

(j (d-\JUx)),
i

\

xtl¡

I

a simple geometric argument shows that
{Nß(u) > y} c y a/,,
3

where a is a constant larger than 1 which depends on a and ß but not on/.
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Hence

MW > y) = I rtah)= ci2 Mh) (by(D)
= Clp{Na(u)

> y}.

Lemma 2. Let u(z) be a bounded function which is harmonic or analytic
in D and let 0<a</3<l
and k>l. If p satisfies (I) there is a constant

c2=c2(x, ß, k, p.) such that for all y>0
p{x:Nx(u)(x)

> y, Nß(u)(x)

< kNx(u)(x)}

= c,p{x:N0(u)(x)

> y ¡A}.

This lemma is an adaptation of an argument given in [1].
Proof.
With each x associate a point ze l\(x) such that |«(z)|>

%Na(u)(x)- Fix y>0

and let S={Na(u)>y,

Np^XkN^u)}.

We first

claim that there is a positive constant e0=s0(x, ß, k) such that |«(£)|>
$Na(u)(x) for all x e S and £ e B(z, e0d), ô= 1-\z\. To see this, fix x e S
and let a=\u(z)\, so that Nß(u)(x)<2ka. Since z e rx(x) and ß>x, there
is by the geometry of the situation a positive number s=s(x, ß), independent of x and z e Fx(x), such that B(z, sô) lies in Tß(x). In particular,

\u(0\<2ka if i e B(z, sô). If i e B(z, so/2) then B(l, sô/2)cB(z, sô), and
therefore, since by [7, p. 275], there is an absolute constant c so that

iVuiDI^-^IßiU^r1 ff WWfdrJ',
JHi.sô/2)

we have

\Vu(t.)\<c(2ka)lsô,

teB(z,seß).

Choose £0 satisfying 0<e0<Min[s/2,

s/Sck]. If leB(z,

s0ô), we obtain

from the last inequality and the mean-value theorem applied to u between
z and i (or applied separately to the real and imaginary parts of « if m

is analytic) that
|n(£)l > a - 2(e0o)(c2ka¡so) = a(\ - e0Ack¡s)

> a/2 > A/»(x)/4.
This proves our claim and, since xe S, that |w(£)|>y/4for Í e B(z, e0ô).
For x e S, let J(x) denote the interval which is the projection of B(z, s0ô)
onto |z| = l, and let ¡(x) denote the smallest interval with center x which
contains J(x). By the geometry of the situation,

|7(x)| = c|/(x)|,

c = c(o, ß, k) > 0,

and therefore by (1)

(3)

n(J(x)) = cp(I(x)),

c = c(o, ß, k, p) > 0.
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Moreover, by our claim,

(4)

J(jc)c

{x:N0(u)(x)>

y 14}.

The intervals I(x) cover S, so by p. 304 of [6] we may select a positive
integer m and points x¡ e S, /= 1, 2, ■• • , in such a way that 5<= \Ji I(x¡),
and no point is contained in more than m different ¡(x^'s. Then

p(S)^ 2 KKxA)<: c 2 Mi*)),
i
i

c - c(a,p\ fc,/.) (by(3))

^ mcp((J JiXi)) ^ mcp{x:N0iu)ix) > y ¡A}

(by (4)).

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
To prove the Theorem, first suppose that w(z) is bounded and harmonic
or analytic in D. For 0<<x</?< 1 and k> 1,

aW«) > y}
^ p{Nxiu) > y, JV»

< kNxiu)} + p{Nxiu) > v, N,(ii) ^ fe/Va(u)}.

Therefore, by Lemma 2, there exists c2=c2(<x, ß, k, p) such that
pj™yv-lp{Nxiu)

(5)

> y} dy

^ c2pJ%"-V{/V0(«)
> y/4}t/y
+ pj^y-WNJLu) > y, N,(u)^ AN»} dy.

The last integral equals ,ffjv.<M>.-*#„(»»
Nxiu)v dp, which is at most

/T> T /V„(M)"
í//í ^ c*k~vp /V»* 4«,

c, = ct(a, /?,//),

by Lemma I. Since u is bounded all these integrals are finite. From

(5),
T Nxiu)p dp ^ 4"c2 p A/„(u)°<//*+ c\krv | Nxiu)p dp.
J—jr

J-v

J

TT

The first and last integrals here are the same. Since cx is independent of A:,
we may choose A-so large that cvkp^i,
and the Theorem follows in this
case.
The case of arbitrary harmonic or analytic u can be deduced from the
case of bounded u by putting wr(z)=t/(rz), 0<r<l.
Since uT is bounded
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and N0(uT)(x)^N0(u)(x),

we have

pA/>rr dp = c [n0(ut)p dp < c P AW dp,
J—V

J—1T

J—JT

with c independent or r and u. The result follows from the monotone
convergence theorem by letting r-*l.
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